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Environmental Economics – Lecture 13

Part A: Private contributions to public goods

Part B: Course synopsis

Florian K. Diekert May 2nd, 2013

Nyborg & Rege (2003)
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Part A

Private contributions to public goods
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Overview this part of the lecture

I Opening a window: an outlook on behavioral economics

I Homo economics: Positive, but inefficiently low, provision of
public goods. When the “public” is large, individual
contributions are predicted to be very low.

I But people do pay taxes, recycle household waste, give to
charities etc.

I Discuss theoretical predictions and empirical evidence for
various alternative behavioral models

I Special focus on the role of public policy (“crowding out” /
“crowding in”)

I Govt provision incomplete crowding out: by < 28 cent (field),
and ca. 70-75 cent (lab)

I Subsidies crowd out completely or more: estimated price least
bw. -0.8 u -1.3. Studies showing that monetary reward reduce
volunteering
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Homo economicus

I Model: max u(xi ) + v(E ) s.t. xi + gi = wi and
E = E 0 +

∑
i gi

I FOC for interior solution: u′(xi ) = v ′(E )

I Positive contribution if v ′(E−i ) > u′(xi ) where E−i is
env.quality if gi = 0, treated as exogenous

I Implications: Govt has no impact on private provision
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Pure altruism

I Difficult to model. Simple example: max u(xi ) + v(E ) + k(E )
s.t. xi + gi = wi and E = E 0 +

∑
i gi

I Almost no effect on aggregate giving

I Dollar for dollar crowding out
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Impure altruism / “warm glow of giving”

I Simple model example: max u(xi ) + v(E ) + k(gi ) s.t.
xi + gi = wi and E = E 0 +

∑
i gi

I Insertion leads to max u(wi − gi ) + v(E−i + gi ) + k(gi )

I FOC for interior solution: v ′(E ) + k ′(gi ) = u′(wi − gi )

I Positive contribution if v ′(E−i ) + k ′(gi ) > u′(xi ) also if E−i

very high

I No perfect crowding out: Theoretically towards zero in very
large samples, incomplete in small samples

I Much used model, but what exactly is this private benefit?
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Social norms, reciprocity, commitment etc

I Many different models, going away from central neoclassical
assumptions

I Doing sth at a personal cost b/c it is “morally right”

I Doing sth b/c it conforms to what others do

I Reciprocity: Preference for “tit for tat”

I Marginal benefit of own giving increasing in others giving.
Possibility for multiple equilibria and re-enforcing effects of
govt. action

I Different roles (consumer / citizen). May lead to
non-transitive preferences. Can explain over-compensation
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Part B

Course Synopsis
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Overview

1. Economics and the Environment

2. Emission control: Targets

3. Emission control: Instruments (Part A)

4. Emission control: Instruments (Part B)

5. Regulation under imperfect instruments

6. Environmental R&D

7. Stock pollution

8. Emissions and technology dynamics

9. International environmental agreements

10. Supply-side environmental policy

11. Cost-benefit analysis

12. Valuation

13. Private contributions to public goods
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Lecture 1 – Economics and the Environment

I Markets allocate goods efficiently under ideal conditions
but need not be optimal from a social point of view

I Efficiency for private goods: MRUSA = MRUSB = MRT

I Public goods are goods that are both non-excludable and
non-rivalrous

I Efficiency for public goods: MRUSA + MRUSB = MRT

I Public good implies presence of externality

I Externality does not imply existence of public good

I Uncorrected externalities lead to inefficiencies
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Lecture 2 – Emission control: Targets

1. Benefits and damages from emissions

I The emission target should be set such that the aggregate
marginal benefit from emission equals the aggregate marginal
damage from emission.

2. The efficient level of emissions

I Equivalently, the marginal abatement costs should equal the
total willingness to pay for a marginal improvement of
environmental quality
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Lecture 3 and 4 – Emission control: Instruments

I Criteria for choosing emission control instruments

I Voluntary approaches

I Command-and-control measures

I Incentive-based instruments

1. Taxes and subsidies

2. Tradable permits

3. Undifferentiated vs differentiated taxes

4. Taxes and subsidies when number of firms is endogenous

5. Double dividend hypothesis
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Lecture 5 – Regulation under imperfect instruments

I Prices vs quantities: The preference for one or the other
instrument depends on the relative steepness of the marg
damage and benefit functions

I Private control cost can be elicited by a hybrid instrument

I Midnight dumping may be prevented by an adequate system
of deposit taxes and refund subsidies

I Firms may find it in their best interest to violate existing
regulations, approving potential punishment

I The expectation of a “ratchet effect” may prevent firms from
undertaking cost-saving investments
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Lecture 6 – Environmental R&D

I The non-excludability of innovations leads to market failures
related to environmental R&D

I For “small innovations” there is no difference to conventional
R&D with respect to pro-innovation policies

I For “breakthrough” there is a difference in that the demand
for R&D is caused by the regulation. Hence there is a
rationale to consider abatement and environmental R&D
together.

I The comparison between taxes and quotas depends on
whether the regulator can commit and the type of innovation.
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Lecture 7 – Stock pollution

I Introduction to Optimal Control Theory

I State variables, Control variables, Adjoint variables,
Hamiltonian, transversality condition.

I Optimal tax for a stock pollution which accumulates with
dA
dt = M − αA:

qt =

∫ ∞
t

e−(r+α)(τ−t)D ′(Aτ ) dτ

I Dynamic Games (discrete time): OLNE and MPNE
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Lecture 8 – Emissions and technology dynamics

I Game with 1 pollution stock, and n technology stocks

I What is the equilibrium contract when countries can invest
and pollute?

I Fossil fuels and renewable energy are perfect subsidies and
investment costs are linear

I Only total technology stock matters and continuation values
are linear

I Compared to FB, BAU emissions are higher and renewable
energy use is lower. Second effect dominates so that energy
use is lower.
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Lecture 9 – International environmental agreements

I Short term and long-term agreements

I Short-term agreements suffer from “hold-up problem”

I Long-term agreements: Better, but still underinvestment due
to spillover

I Long-term agreements with re-negotiation can achieve
first-best
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Lecture 10 – Supply-side environmental policy

I Buy Coal: A Coase theorem for the climate problem

I A coalition that cares about the climate and non-participants
that pollute and consume too much

I Demand- and supply-side carbon leakage

I Coalition’s policy distorts trade

I Trade in deposits leads to first-best (in this model): coalition
buys up those deposits that are most expensive to extract,
makes the supply of non-participants locally inelastic, and
coalition can rely on supply-side policy.
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Lecture 11 – Cost-benefit analysis

1. A heuristic definition of cost-benefit analysis

2. Detour: The moral of choosing A over B

3. Cost-benefit analysis in a static and certain world

I Tests for marginal and non-marginal projects

I CBA and social welfare functions

4. Dynamic aspects

5. Accounting for uncertainty, risk, and irreversibility
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Lecture 12 – Valuation

1. Theory

I Categories of environmental benefits
I WTP and WTA

2. Practice
I Stated preference methods

I The method of “contingent valuation” (CV)
I Discussion: (http:

//www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/jep.26.4)

I Revealed preferences

I Travel cost method
I Hedonic pricing
I Production function based techniques

http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/jep.26.4
http://www.aeaweb.org/articles.php?doi=10.1257/jep.26.4
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Lecture 13 – Private contributions to public goods

I Opening a window: an outlook on behavioral economics

I Homo economics: Positive, but inefficiently low, provision of
public goods. When the “public” is large, individual
contributions are predicted to be very low.

I But people do pay taxes, recycle household waste, give to
charities etc.

I Discuss theoretical predictions and empirical evidence for
various alternative behavioral models

I Special focus on the role of public policy (“crowding out” /
“crowding in”)
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The exam

I Time: Monday, May 27, 14:30-17:30

I Place: Gymsal 1, Idrettsbygning
I Content:

1. Essay (“stil”) – 40 %
2. Model – 60 %

Thanks, and good luck!


